A DC Zinefest collabo-zine.

The COVID-19 pandemic has created obstacles to our regular paths
of expression. For DC Zinefest, this has meant canceling our monthly
ZineLabs and postponing our in-person summer Zinefest.
It didn’t, however, shake our commitment to “provide a space for
zine-makers, self-published artists, and writers to share their work
with each other and the Washington, DC community.” We still want to
motivate people to be creative, make art, and make zines. That’s why,
on March 17, 2020 we invited our DC+ friends and family to contribute to our Covid-19 Zine.
The response was incredible.
In the following pages you will ﬁnd comics, poems, stories, photos,
doodles, drawings, collages, paintings, and even a couple lists from
38 community members. You will ﬁnd frustration, loneliness, despair,
restlessness, and longing, but you will also ﬁnd humor, gratefulness,
beauty, and love.
We care about you and your creative spirit.
-Your DC Zinefest Organizers
DCZINEFEST.COM
/DCZINEFEST
@DCZINEFEST
@DCZINEFEST

Cover Design by Nick Hartigan.
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Another Serena & Lily Catalogue
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By Daien Guo
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ǳƺƧܸƧǓǳƽǩƧܸͮǙǩǍƣܸ۫
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Spectrum of the Dial
I can’t help but catch love secondhand
in the small victories of everyday living.
Speak then of the cloud above us carrying the
scent of our chosen vices which have yet to kill us.
And not even miasma can find me here, bent and
prostrate in a room swelling with our sweat,
pores in the walls bursting/
Speak then of the sun which rises and breaks thru the
blinds, sliced like a ripe fruit
over the bare shoulder of a lover, ample for the space
to lay a kiss in offering of its graces.
And not even the desiccation of a moral center can
wring me out, a glass of water on the
bedside counter splashing into my organs like a
childhood self falling out a longleaf pine/
Speak then of the earth which holds and bends
beneath my board, all energies thrust back
in equilibrium, equal and opposite reactions, the steady
languor of the tides, the hum of
the pavement, the coffee fruits ripening on the limb,
and not even an empty cup can steal my joy.
-JR Rhine
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Your Order Has Been Placed
By Aina Abell
My cursor hovered over the “Place your order” button. On my screen,
in bold black letters, Amazon declared: Portable Bidet Sprayer Mini
Handheld Bidet 650ML with Convenient Nozzle Storage, Travel Bag for
Personal Hygiene Care Bottom, Outdoor, Camping, Traveling. The price
was $17.99 before tax and shipping. Free two-day delivery with Prime.
It was day two of quarantine. I was down to my last roll of toilet paper, and
all the stores around me, including both CVS’s, were Sold Out.
I sat on my bar stool, eyes ﬁxated, legs dangling and numb. A piercing shriek
reverberated in my skull, resonating so violently with the bones that I felt
the whole thing would shatter. I tasted static in my mouth, metallic and
bitter, coating my tongue and throat. I’m panicking, I thought.
“I’ll probably be ﬁne,” I muttered through shallow breaths. “But just in
case—just in case.”
I clicked the button. In cheerful green text, my screen ﬂashed: Thank you,
your order has been placed.
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LINEAGE (A MICROPLAY)
by Amanda L. Andrei
*
On the phone.
DAUGHTER: I said, don’t go to the grocery
store.
FATHER: The oncologist nurse gave me a mask DAUGHTER: Did you hear what I say?
FATHER: I heard it.
DAUGHTER: Please.
Pause.
FATHER: How are the little ones?
DAUGHTER: Ohhh… you know. Out from school for
probably for the rest of the year.
FATHER: What did they do today?
DAUGHTER: I taught them hopscotch.
FATHER: You drew it on the ground?
DAUGHTER: With pink chalk.
FATHER: And didn’t hurt your back?
DAUGHTER: Well. I’m still in my sixth month,
not my ninth.
FATHER: Make your husband go to the grocery
store.
DAUGHTER: I went this morning. I was eleventh
in line –
FATHER: I said, make your husband go to the
grocery store.
DAUGHTER: I heard it.
Pause.
FATHER: They jumped from square to square?
DAUGHTER: It’s amazing how strong they are.
Pause.
FATHER: Love you.
DAUGHTER: Love you too.
They don’t hang up.

END OF PLAY
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IG: erikaj_thecreativescientist
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Twitter: @erikaj_314159
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FWD: COVID-19 email subject lines
deadline extended
a message from our CEO
update & more
thriving while remote
PIVOT!
we miss touching our faces (and bet you do too)
casual night in
our commitment to safety
we’re in this together
not the new normal
from our team to yours
ZH¶UHDERXWWR¿QGRXWKRZEDGWKLQJVUHDOO\
are
verify your grubhub account
after this: a collective hug
a new phase of life
weathering the storm
primal scream therapy
zoom info
the crisis-conscious leader
coming together as a community
there’s actually a lot to do
from a distance
communities and survival
mourn, process, create!
life goes on
it’s time to come together and support our
neighbors
generation loneliness
what hope should we gather?
any leads on yeast?
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self-love soundtracks
5 albums to spank off to (while social distancing)
by morgan fecto

Going Au Naturale
“Mountain View” by Emily
Sprague
(2018)
Morel
mushrooms
sprouting,
stiff
peaks against a clear sky — images
conjured by Sprague’s modular
musical stylings will help you bliss out
if you’re easily distracted. Draw a
bath, grab a rose quartz dildo, and
do your best impression of the
Pacific Ocean. Play through a
speaker and no one will hear
the
sloshing.

We’re focusing on
safety and self-care right
now, which for many of us
means getting self-coital as
often as our wrists will
permit. However, with so
many chances to pull one's
pork, the pastime is in
danger of becoming rote.
Bump these beats while you
flick your bean to refresh
your routine.

Fetch the Butt
P
l
u
g
s
“Fetch the Bolt Cutters” by
Fiona
Apple
(2020)
… and your sybians and your hot
wax and an upright bass, maybe?
For a kinky foray that you can drag
out like a relay race, wail on yourself
to Fiona Apple’s latest crop of
batshit bangers. For bonus
points, try to time your
moans and growls with
h e r s .
A
Sad
Cum
“Take Me Apart” by Kelela
(
2
0
1
7
)
Virtuoso Kelela’s tracks are
intimate and powerful, with
sounds
that
dismantle
and
reassemble in a fractal fashion. For a
wistful wank, listen sprawled out with
your best headphones and eyes
closed. Maybe fantasize about exs
who were good at fucking you, but
better at fucking you over. Let
her silvery vocals slice
through you as you
reach
climax.

J
o
y
s
t
i
c
k
s
“Beyond
the
Fleeting
Gales”
by
Crying
(2016)
Let’s not forget: beatin’ our schmeat is a joyous activity. This upbeat album of punk ditties will
help you keep a steady stroking pace in a 4/4 time signature. Its chip-tune sounds and
‘80s-style guitar riffs will set the tone for all your Rule 34 fantasies. Chug what’s left of your
gamer-girl
bath
water
and
press
play.

The
Triumphant
Tug
“Medusa”
by
Annie
Lennox
(1995)
Lennox’s covers album is a self-indulgent product of a bygone era of abundance. So why take
it to bed today? It’s masturbatory nature makes it good for … exactly that. With booming vocals
and schmaltzy synths worthy of your most over-the-top O, this album will cheerlead for your
pleasure
with
the
empowerment
of
a
MeUndies
advertisement.
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